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Our Purpose and Mission

Making life better by supporting UK creativity and innovation.

Dedicated to giving everyone the confidence to make best use of IP.

• Promoting UK growth through IP policy

• Educating and Enabling Consumers and Business to Understand, Manage and Protect 
Intellectual Property

• Ensuring IP Rights are Respected and Appropriately Enforced



Understanding the Problem

• Learn about the supply and demand chains

• Rapid changes in technology

• Ease of access to protected material – whether that protection is by copyright or through the 
method of delivery

• Complexities of borderless digital environment to which there are only national responses

• How it all works is difficult to find out and changes quickly

• Who has responsibilities and liabilities and who manages them can be a mystery

• Attitudes vary greatly

• Establishing legal frameworks, proportionate and practicable responses ongoing and never –
ending challenge – but we can share standards and good practice  



Focus on Audio Visual

• Broadcasting protected and as new delivery technology by satellite and cable, new laws to 
protect equipment and security measures – Decoders and cards. Enable subscription services 
to flourish 

• Significant growth in content available, especially in sport, but across the board

• Accompanied by growth in criminal involvement – illegal supply and use of decoders and cards 
on a commercial scale but generally accessing material controlled by rights holders. Pirate 
copies confined to physical medium

• Digital copying and file sharing develop and criminal response is to get access to content by 
any means and distribute it online and as streaming of large data possible, massive increase in 
availability of protected content outside of rights holders legitimate control, outside any 
regulatory restrictions (e.g. age-related content) and making significant profit for criminal 
organisations.  



What Did We See?

• Growth of businesses pretending to supply subscription services to pubs and clubs at first 
through non-domestic cards, then by the acquisition and use of ‘Control Words’ and then 
through ‘Set-Top boxes’ fitted with Apps to access illicit streaming services.

• Data centres being established that captured broadcasts and streamed material and then made 
them available, sometimes for a subscription fee, then for free in order to generate online 
advertising income

• Wholesale sellers of Illicit Streaming Devices and Apps

• Movement away from operating data centres on UK territory

• Infiltration of domestic market via online sales

• Significant shift in consumer behaviour



Significant Events

• Defining online copyright infringement in terms of modern technology. Civil Court decision when 
Rights Holders applied for an injunction requiring ISP to clock subscribers’ access to pirate site 
– Newzbin2. – ‘Blocking Order’

• Laid the foundation to include any part of the supply chain facilitating the actual infringement –
for example offering links to sites providing infringing material

• Subsequent criminal prosecutions – ‘Surfthechannel.com’ – Conspiracy to Defraud - declared a 
criminal business – sentenced to 4 years imprisonment. Private Criminal Prosecution

• Real-Time Blocking Order granted at High Court to prevent Premier League Football matches 
being shown on unauthorised sites

• Inclusion of facilitating software like ‘PopcornTime’ as copyright infringing

• Recognition of problem as a crime threat



EU Trade Body - AAPA and UK commitment 
• Identify where in the supply and demand chains UK private and public sectors and law 

enforcement could work together to reduce opportunities for criminals to exploit illegal 
streaming.

• Focus on wholesale traders in Illicit Streaming Devices – successful prosecutions using 
copyright law, fraud and Enabling the Commission of an Offence. Significant sentences

• Undermining advertising revenue to copyright infringing websites – Infringing Website List by 
Police (PIPCU)

• Research by companies like ‘White Bullet’

• Round Tables facilitated by Government – change in Search Engine listings

• Joint approach to Hosting Services facilitating infringement

• Live-time site blocking on sports events

• Engagement with European colleagues where Data Centres had migrated

• Money Laundering investigations in UK (part of Romanian prosecution of Data Centre)



EU Studies on Methodology of Online Infringement

• Three Phase Study

• Describing the IPTV Ecosystem

• Variations on models of Infringement

• Methodologies of investigations

• Case Studies



The Supply Chain in IPTV





Some Examples
• Dreambox Case. UK - Close co-operation between private and public sectors. Criminal 

prosecution led by private sector, Conspiracy to Defraud over 10 years of corrupt business. 
Principal sentenced to 7 years imprisonment.

• The material supplied by international structure outside the jurisdiction

• Romanian case – data centre identified and dealt with. Money laundering through UK 
institutions

• Spanish case - The Spanish National Police dismantled a large criminal network illegally 
distributing audio-visual content in Europe, Asia and the Middle East and laundering the 
criminal proceeds. The investigation, supported by Europol and Eurojust, also involved law 
enforcement authorities from Belgium, Canada, Czechia, Denmark, France, Italy, Germany, 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States. The illegal distributers were broadcasting across three continents earning more than 
€15 million in estimated illegal profits



Future Challenges

• Liability of App writers – deliberately facilitating mass infringement

• New technology – smart TVs

• Impact of Corona virus and lockdown – big spike in availability of pirate content

• Higher speeds

• Public and Consumer Attitudes – UK Online Copyright Infringement Tracker   





The IPO has been tracking consumer behaviour (among the 12+ population in the UK) in 
relation to online copyright infringement, since 2013

The study focuses on six main content categories: music, film, TV 
programmes, books, video games and computer software.





Summary

Developing an understanding of the nature of the problem and the threats it poses

Examining the complexities of the demand and supply chains – finding opportunities to influence

Create and support close working relationships across different agencies, sectors and jurisdictions

Adapt good practice to different systems, cultures and practices

Promote the benefits of respect for IP for all

Where enforcement necessary make it effective.

Thank you for the opportunity to be (virtually) here with you today!


